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Pressure testing ensures produced bottles to meet customer expectations

‘Feel free to imagine,
we make it happen’

Sipa S.p.A. recently added its second Agr Gawis all-in-one measurement station and
a PPT 3000 pressure testing system to its design, testing and qualification laboratory.
The Gawis systems and PPT 3000 are used to verify the quality of bottles and preforms
produced with Sipa moulds. In addition, the systems are integral to the final qualification of
entire preform or bottle production systems manufactured at this facility, on behalf of Sipa
customers during factory acceptance tests.
nication Team, Sipa operates the
second largest PET mould manufacturing operation in the world, with over
5,000 bottles designed by Sipa engineers to date. “We focus on a ‘design
to production’ philosophy to make
sure bottles not only look good on the
shelf but also are able to be produced
without difficulty, while giving due consideration to sustainability and light
weighting.”

Sipa mould department - Sipa operates the second largest PET mould manufacturing operation in the world.

Sipa, with headquarters in Vittorio
Veneto, Italy, is no novice when it
comes to providing packaging solutions. Dating back to its entry in the
PET container market in 1986, Sipa
has grown its brand from a manufacturer of PET preform and bottle production equipment, to a one stop shop
for the complete production line - from
resin to finished product, including
preform manufacturing, bottle design

and production, filling, capping and
palletising. A core aspect of their business is to understand their customer’s
needs and provide flexible, highvalue, top performing solutions over
the complete PET packaging line.
One very important segment of
Sipa’s business is mould and bottle
design. According to Martina Bottarel,
part of the Marketing and Commu-

To support their ‘design to production’ philosophy, Sipa has invested
in a comprehensive prototyping area
that supports the tooling operations.
In this section, they have all of the
appropriate laboratory and design
equipment present to develop light
weight efforts, produce new preform
or bottle design prototypes and thoroughly test them. “This is a capability
that is especially valuable to Sipa’s
ability to supply complete systems”,
explained Ms Bottarel. “There are not
many companies that know both preforms and bottles. Sipa can provide
design services for preforms and the
bottles as well as the equipment to
make them. Our customers can come
to us for everything.”
Agr Gawis test systems play a critical role in the qualification process of
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Agr Gawis test systems play a critical role in the qualification process of
moulds and machines for both bottles
and preforms that are produced at the
Sipa facility.

moulds and machines for both bottles
and preforms that are produced. “The
Gawis systems are used in several
stages as Sipa’s ‘design to production’
process is implemented on a given
project”, noted Roberto De Luca, QC
Lab Manager at Sipa.
Early in the bottle design process,
when there is a focus on creativity
and the bottles have been evaluated
via FEA analysis, pre-production prototypes of the bottles are produced
for analysis and performance testing
of the designs prior to the cutting of
the final moulds. During this testing
phase comprised of various analyses,
there is particular emphasis on thickness distribution. Top load strength is
very important for the performance of
the bottle, and collapsibility is directly
linked to the thickness.
As explained by Mr De Luca,
“According with the bottle shape,
Sipa’s qualification process may
require up to 50-60 different thickness measurements over the entire
bottle to be documented to verify that
material is properly distributed when
the bottle is produced. The Gawis
system is used to provide these
measurements. A complete scan of
the bottle, using the Gawis system,
takes on average 2-3 minutes to
fully profile the bottle for thickness
and finish dimensions. Manually,
this would take at least double the
amount of time.”
Additionally, the Gawis is very
helpful in automating dimensional
measurements, especially in certain
tests like thermal stability for CSD and
distortion in hot filling applications,
where the behaviour of the packaging is evaluated by the comparison of
the dimensions measured before and
after the thermal treatment.
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Once the bottle design is fully
established, and the final set of
moulds is produced, another round of
testing is performed on the production
bottles. Before a mould or a complete
blowing line is released to a customer,
the bottles or preforms produced from
those products must go through a
series of tests to ensure they can be
processed with high performance and
meet the required specification. The
Gawis system is used again to verify
the thickness distribution and dimensional accuracy of the actual bottles
produced in the moulds and provides
a final confirmation of the concept.

CSD and non-carbonated pressurised bottles are tested with the Agr PPT 3000 as
part of the design qualification process.

Sipa has relied on the Gawis
measurement technology since
1999 when they purchased their first
system. They have been using that
system continuously to this day. A
growing business and increased testing demands necessitated additional
measurement capabilities. “When it
came time to procure an additional
measurement system to expand our
measurement capability, we reviewed
other offerings in the market and,
in the end, came back to the Gawis
because of its flexibility and precision.
The Gawis can measure both preforms and bottles, offers comprehensive and precise thickness and dimensional measurements including finish
areas, all in one operation”, explained
De Luca. When asked about the fate
of the original Gawis system, De Luca
responded, “It still works fine after 19
years. There are no immediate plans
to retire it.”
The same lab that houses the two
Gawis test systems is also host to
several other Agr test devices including a new PPT 3000 pressure tester.
The PPT 3000 also figures prominently in the bottle design qualification
program. “We pressure test CSD and
non-carbonated pressurised bottles”,
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De Luca explained. The reasoning behind pressure testing of those
containers is because bottles are
subjected to pressure from a range
of sources, including nitrogen dosing,
filling operations (where volume
expansion also plays a role) and palletising where bottles encounter a
combination of pressure and increasing loads. Burst strength is an important attribute along with the location
of the burst during the test. “A burst
in the base area is an alarm signal of
potential issues during industrialisation so it is important to note where
burst takes place”, explained De Luca.
The PPT 3000 is claimed to offer the
versatility necessary for measuring
pressure strength and volume expansion on a range of bottles. And, unlike
other pressure testers, the PPT 3000
actually simulates the pressures that
a bottle will incur during the filling
process. In addition to the PPT 3000
and Gawis testers, the Sipa design,
testing and qualification laboratory
also includes an Agr Combi tester for
volume and topload tests and an Agr
Vacuum tester for qualifying vacuum
strength of hot fill containers.
Sipa states that it has developed
their business based on its extensive
experience, high-quality products and
a focus on building long-term business relationships. In support of this
business model, De Luca explained
that “it is our fundamental process
to use Agr test machines with every
design. Agr is very well known and the
industry recognises the quality of the
test that Agr equipment provides.”
www.agrintl.com
www.sipasolutions.com
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